The Polish White Improved goat karyotype consists of 29 pairs of acrocentric autosomes, a large acrocentric X chromosome and a metacentric Y chromosome which is the smallest in the karyotype. Staining of chromosomes with AgNO3 solution has revealed active nucleolar organizer regions (NOR) in terminal parts of q arms of pair 2, 3, 4, 5, and 28 chromosomes. Out of the total of 100 analysed cells 736 active NORs have been found, on average 7.4±0.2 per cell. Active NORs were most frequently observed in pair 2, and 3 chromosomes, most rarely on pair 5 chromosomes. In all the analysed cells 141, satellite associations (SA) were observed, on average 1.4±0.2 per cell. SAs most often occurred in cells with seven active NORs, and least often in cells with three or four nucleolar organizer regions. Most frequently in SAs the presence of pair 2, 3 and 28 chromosomes was observed. On meiotic chromosomes staining with AgNO3 solution revealed two nucleoli stained with different intensity. Both nucleoli in the cell were of similar size. 
Introduction
In the genome of each higher organism species there are regions responsible for the structure and organization of nucleoli during the cell cycle. Nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) are parts of chromosomes in which there are ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA) encoding genes (5.8S, 18S, 28S). In all eukaryotic organisms rRNA genes occur in many copies thus reflecting high cell demand for rRNA (SUMMER 1990) . The initial step in nucleolar formation is ribosomal gene transcription, which is mediated by RNA polymerase I (Pol I) and associated with transcription few factors such as upstream binding factor (UBF), selectivity factor (SL1) and transcription initiation factor (TIF-IA) (BODEM et al. 2000 , MILLER et al. 2001 .
NORs, as ribosomal gene clusters, that were active in previous interphase form prominent cytogenetic features, namely secondary constrictions. The main, defining characteristic of these constrictions is under-condensation in comparison with the rest of the chromosome. Genes encoding rRNA are associated with proteins UBF are characterised by silver-binding properties. In interphase the cell synthesizes nucleoli on the basis of rRNA genes (WEISENBERG and SCHEER 1995, MILLER et al. 2001) .
The nucleolus is a comparatively large but, at the same time, the least stable cell structure. The nucleolus morphology and ultra structure change from species to species, and differ according to the cell type, the extent of cell differentiation and cell cycle. The size of nucleoli depends on the cell metabolic activity and it increases as the cell‹s demand for ribosome's increases. The cells that do not intensively synthesize proteins, e.g. skeletal muscles, have got very small, almost atrophic nucleoli (WACHTLER et al. 1984 , SOMMERVILLE 1985 .
Epigenetic mechanisms active at the DNA methylation, and histone modification levels change the chromatin structure and control the reciprocal relation of active and inactive rRNA genes. Recent research has shown that the whole NORs or only some genes of nucleolar organizers can undergo silencing (GRUMMT and PIKAARD 2003) . The location and number of chromosomes on which NORs are situated vary in different species, and the regions can be situated in centromeric, terminal parts, or secondary constrictions (EVANS et al. 1964 , HENDERSON et al. 1972 , GOODPASTURE and BLOOM 1975 , HENDERSON et al. 1976 , HENDERSON and BRUERE 1980 , RICHER et al. 1990 , SOLINAS TOLDO et al. 1992 , MELLINK et al. 1994 .
NOR location indicates frequent interactions between non-homologous chromosomes in centromeric regions (SUZUKI et al. 1990 ). Most probably they result from SAs. SAs follow from a reciprocal contact of acrocentric chromosomes by means of their short arms or the arms containing secondary constrictions (FERGUSON-SMITH and HANDMAKER 1961) . SAs can be detected as single silver grains or bridges between NORs (MAYR- WOHLFART et al. 1987) .
The polymorphism of association abilities was observed for each chromosome containing NOR, and a positive correlation of the frequency of SAs occurrence and the activity of nucleolar organizer regions (YIP and FOX 1981, SCHEER and HOCK 1999) . The number and size of AgNOR deposits is a significant marker of the cell proliferative activity and DNA synthesis. The NOR activity in parenchymatic cells of high physiological activity, such as hepatocytes, is higher than in kidney cells of mesodermal origin (LEEK et al. 1991) . Moreover, the relationship between the number of active NORs and rabbit's performance has also been observed (MAITESIAN 1990) .
NORs, in regard to many species, are quite frequently explored and presented in the literature as well as SAs descriptions, whereas connection between NORs, SAs and nucleolous are single (ANDRASZEK and SMALEC 2007) .
The objective of the work was to figure out the possible connection between the number of active NORs on chromosomes during mitosis and the number and size of nucleoli linked to meiotic chromosomes in goat cells and to trace the satellite chromosome associations.
Material and methods
The research examined mitotic chromosomes isolated from peripheral blood, and meiotic chromosomes isolated from nuclei of 7-month-old male goats of Polish White Improved breed. Material collected from ten animals was subjected to cytological analysis.
Mitotic chromosomes were isolated from an in vitro culture of peripheral blood by means of standard methods. Meiotic chromosomes were isolated according to the methodology described by EVANS et al. (1964) . NORs on mitotic chromosomes and nucleoli on meiotic chromosomes were stained by the method of HOWELL and BLACK (1980) . From each animal there were analysed 10 metaphase plates and 10 plates containing chromosomes in meiotic prophase I.
The NOR number and location, the number of satellite associations, and the proportion of individual chromosomes in mitotic chromosomes were examined. An identification of chromosomes with NORs and the chromosomes involved in SAs was done on the basis of their morphology and with reference to the standardized description of goat karyotype ISCNDB (2000). On meiotic chromosomes the number and size of the nucleoli present in prophase of meiotic division I were identified. The results obtained were statistically described.
Results
The Ag-NOR staining applied revealed active nucleolar organizer regions on mitotic chromosomes in different metaphase stages. Metaphase plates with chromosomes not divided into chromatids, typical of early metaphase, as well as chromosomes divided into chromatids typical of late metaphase were analysed. On chromosomes in subsequent metaphase stages, a NOR was visible in the form of two silver grains, one grain on each chromatid (Figure 1 ). Active NORs were found in terminal parts of q arms of pair 2, 3, 4, 5 and 28 chromosomes. On average, in 10 analysed individuals, on the chromosomes of pair 2 there were observed 1.9±0.1 spots with silver deposits, on pair 3 chromosomes 1.8±0.2 spots, on pair 4 chromosomes 1.3±0.1 spots, on pair 5 chromosomes 1.0±0.1 spots and on pair 28 chromosomes 1.4±0.1 spots with deposits of silver. In total, 736 active NORs were identified, 188 on pair 2 chromosomes, 179 on pair 3 chromosomes, 131 on pair 4 chromosomes, 96 on pair 5 chromosomes and 142 on pair 28 chromosomes. An average NOR number per cell in all the individuals equalled 7.4±0.2. The NOR number in each examined individual was different and ranged from three to ten NORs per cell. Detailed results pertaining to an analysis of the NOR number and location in cells and in the individual, as well as statistic measures of the analysed parameters are presented in Table 1 .
Chromosomes including NORs, in particular acrocentric chromosomes, tend to fuse and form satellite associations (SAs). Within 100 analysed cells 141 satellite associations, containing two or three chromosomes with active NOR, were found. The SAs number differed and ranged form 9 to 20 per individual and 1.4±0.2 per cell (Table 2) . Of 141 observed associations two-chromosome were 120 (average per cell 1.2±0.2) and 21 associations were formed by three chromosomes (average 0.2±0.2 per cell). SAs-2 two-chromosome associations, SAs-3 three-chromosome associations, SAs total number of associations On the basis of an analysis of the number of associations, according to the NOR number in the goats cell, it was found, that SAs most frequently occurred in cells containing seven active NORs and the least frequently in the cells with three or four nucleolar organizer regions. Also, the proportion of cells in which SAs were found varied. Out of 100 cells subjected to analysis, most often cells with one satellite association were detected, the cells with three SAs being found occasionally (Table 3 ). Figure 2 shows metaphase plates with different number and type of satellite associations. Table 3 SAs presence according to the NOR number in the cell
SA-Vorkommen je nach NOR-Anzahl in einer Zelle
Number of NORs per cell Number of SAs per cell  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  total  0  1  3  2  8  5  0  0  2  21  1  1  1  3  5  15  7  6  1  39  2  0  0  5  2  6  8  4  9  34  3  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  4  6  Total  2  4  10  15  26  16  11  16  100 Figure 2 A metaphase cell with one three-chromosome association (a) and three two-chromosome associations (b). SAs indicated by arrows.
Metaphaseplatte mit einer Assoziation von drei Chromosomen (a) und mit drei Assoziationen von zwei Chromosomen (b). SA werden mit Pfeilen gekennzeichnet.
Moreover, tendencies of particular chromosome pairs to form satellite associations varied. Most often the presence of pair 2, 3, and 28 chromosomes was observed in SAs. This tendency was found within two-and three-chromosome forming SAs. Also, reciprocal associations of individual chromosomes differed. Most frequently, there were associated large chromosomes of pair 2 and 3, as well as pair 2 and 3 chromosomes with pair 28 chromosomes. However, no SAs including pair 3 and 4 chromosomes were found. Table 4 presents the share of chromosomes of individual pairs in SAs. 2 ↔ 3 ↔ 3 7 2 ↔ 3 ↔ 4 3 SAs-3 2 ↔ 3 ↔ 28 10
SAs-2 two-chromosome associations, SAs-3 three-chromosome associations
On meiotic chromosomes silver nitrate staining revealed nucleoli in the cells in different stages of prophase of meiotic division I. Analysis was carried out on chromosomes which were long looped strands typical of early prophase, and on emerging bivalents observed in subsequent phases of prophase of meiotic division I. In all the analysed cells two nucleoli were observed, one being stained more intensively than the other (Figure 3 ). Both nucleoli in the cell were of similar size.
Figure 3 Differently stained nucleoli Mit verschiedener Intensität ausgefärbte Kernkörperchen

Discussion
The goat karyotype obtained in the current work consisted of 29 large acrocentric autosomes, a large acrocentric X chromosome and a metacentric Y chromosome which was the smallest in the karyotype. It meets the karyotype standards for Capra hircus (ISCNDB 2000) . Active nucleolar organizer regions were identified on pair 2, 3, 4, 5, and 28 chromosomes. All identified NORs occurred in the terminal parts of q arms of chromosomes. Results of present study support ISCNDB (2000) in regard to goat chromosomes. On cattle chromosomes NORs are also found in telomeres and they occur in analogous to goat chromosomes 2, 3, 4 and on pair 11 and 25 chromosomes (ISCNDB, 2000) . NORs occur with various frequency on particular chromosomal pairs-more often on number 2, 3 and 28 chromosome pairs and occasionally on the 5 pair, moreover often on one of homologues of goat chromosomes. MAYR et al. ( , 1989 observed similar to our results discrepancies for cattle chromosomes.
It is assumed that the number of stained NORs in mitosis depends on the rand transcription activity. It is supposed that only NORs in which transcription will take place in the next cell cycle are stained, the others not (BABU and VERMA 1995 , WEISENBERG and SCHEER 1995 , BABU et al. 2005 . Moreover, in the metaphase of one and the same individual there exists inter-cell differentiation of NOR expression with respect to the number, size and staining intensity of silver deposits. Variability of the number and size of NORs on the cell and ontogenetic level has also been observed in cattle (DI BERARDINO et al. 1985; ), horse (KOOP et al. 1981 and sheep (DI MEO et al. 1993) . Chromosomes that included NOR, particularly acrocentric ones, show tendency to fuse with each other and form the so-called satellite associations. DI BERARDINO et al. (1981) investigations showed, that the correlation between the number of NORs and the number od SAs was not statistically significant for most of the individuals.
In the present work an analysis of the number of chromosomes participating in SAs showed that the highest was the proportion of two-chromosome associations. DI BERARDINO et al. (1981) reported that the most frequent types of nucleolar associations in two Bovidae species involved two chromosomes (acrocentric-short arm of submetacentric and acrocentric-acrocentric) while those involving three or four chromosomes were less frequent. In studies on goats (MORENO MILLAN and RODERO FRANGANILLO 1988) it has been suggested that the phenomenon of chromosomes entering associations is an individual characteristic, and despite the fact that in goats there are found two-, threeand four-chromosome, most often two-chromosome associations dominate. The results presented in the current paper may support this suggestion.
The number of NORs in the work discussed ranged from 3 to 10 per cell whereas the SAs number was the highest in the cells with 7 active NORs. DI BERARDINO et al. (1981) , in their studies on domestic cattle and buffalo, obtained the NOR number ranging from 3 to 10, the SAs number detected being the largest in the cells with 6 active NORs.
Works pertaining to the number and size of nucleoli in meiosis and their connection with the number of NORs active in mitosis can be sporadically found in the literature. Such research, extended to include attempts to assign nucleoli to specific bivalents, has been carried out in swine. However, in the above-mentioned study a different number and size of nucleoli in cells have been observed (SŁOTA 1998) . In contrast, in domestic goose cells from one to four nucleoli of different size have been recorded, most cells having 1 or 2 nucleoli (ANDRASZEK and SMALEC 2007) .
The comparison of the number of stained nucleoli obtained in the study with the number of active NORs in the cell has revealed that the nucleoli number in the cells of examined goats was constant and independent on the number of NORs stained. This lack of relationship may be explained by the fact that NORs situated on different chromosomes may participate in formation of one nucleolus (FERGUSON-SMITH and HANDMAKER 1961 , 1963 , WALKER and PACE 1983 , WACHTLER et al. 1984 .
No papers were found in the literature on diverse intensity of nucleoli staining within one and the same cell. It is possible that the causes underlying this phenomenon depend on transcription activity of rRNA genes and differences in the size and number of active NORs connected with it. A more darkly stained nucleolus is likely to form NORs of associated chromosomes. However, the present stage of research allows such a conclusion to be only an assumption.
